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Agenda
1. Conceptualizing Technological Changes 

i. data collection and storage,  
ii. computational power,  
iii. software, 
iv. communication. 

2. Grounding in Scientific Norms 

3. Impact on the Scholarly Record



1. Conceptualizing 
Technological Change



The Impact of Technology I
1.  Big Data / Data Driven Discovery: 
high dimensional data, p >> n, 

2.  Computational Power: simulation 
of the complete evolution of a 
physical system, systematically 
varying parameters, 

3.  Deep intellectual contributions 
now encoded only in software.  The software contains “ideas  

that enable biology...” 
Stories from the Supplement, 2013



The Impact of Technology II
1.Communication: nearly all aspects of research 
becoming digitized and accessible due to the Internet. 

• myriad examples.. including the Open Access 
movement. 

2.Intellectual Property Law: digitally shared objects 
often have more and more easily enforceable IP rights 
associated. 

• Reproducible Research Standard (Stodden 2009).



2. Grounding Changes in  
Scientific Norms



Parsing Reproducibility I
“Empirical Reproducibility” 

“Statistical Reproducibility” 

“Computational Reproducibility” 

V. Stodden, IMS Bulletin (2013)



Empirical Reproducibility

http://nas-sites.org/ilar-roundtable/roundtable-activities/reproducibility


Statistical Reproducibility
• False discovery, p-hacking (Simonsohn 2012), file drawer problem, 

overuse and mis-use of p-values, lack of multiple testing adjustments. 

• Low power, poor experimental design, nonrandom sampling,  

• Data preparation, treatment of outliers, re-combination of datasets, 
insufficient reporting/tracking practices, 

• inappropriate tests or models, model misspecification, 

• Model robustness to parameter changes and data perturbations, 

• Investigator bias toward previous findings; conflicts of interest. 

• …



Computational Reproducibility
Traditionally two branches to the scientific method: 

• Branch 1 (deductive): mathematics, formal logic, 

• Branch 2 (empirical): statistical analysis of controlled experiments. 

Now, new branches due to technological changes? 

• Branch 3,4? (computational): large scale simulations / data driven 
computational science. 

Argument: computation presents only a potential third/fourth branch 
of the scientific method (Donoho et al 2009).



The Ubiquity of Error
The central motivation for the scientific method is to root out 
error: 

• Deductive branch: the well-defined concept of the proof,  

• Empirical branch: the machinery of hypothesis testing, 
appropriate statistical methods, structured 
communication of methods and protocols. 

Claim: Computation presents only a potential third/fourth 
branch of the scientific method (Donoho, Stodden, et al. 
2009), until the development of comparable standards.



Really Reproducible Research
“Really Reproducible Research” (1992) inspired by Stanford 
Professor Jon Claerbout:  

“The idea is: An article about computational science in a 
scientific publication is not the scholarship itself, it is merely 
advertising of the scholarship. The actual scholarship is the 
complete ... set of instructions [and data] which generated the 
figures.” David Donoho, 1998 

Note the difference between: reproducing the computational 
steps and, replicating the experiments independently including 
data collection and software implementation. (Both required)



Contextualizing the Changes

We know: All these technological changes are happening 
in the research context. 

We also know: Research carries its own set of norms and 
goals. 

Can these norms guide the appropriate responses to the 
technological change?



Merton’s Scientific Norms (1942)
Communalism: scientific results are the common property of the 
community. 

Universalism: all scientists can contribute to science regardless 
of race, nationality, culture, or gender. 

Disinterestedness: act for the benefit of a common scientific 
enterprise, rather than for personal gain. 

Originality: scientific claims contribute something new 

Skepticism: scientific claims must be exposed to critical scrutiny 
before being accepted.



Skepticism -> Reproducibility

• Skepticism requires that the claim 
can be independently verified, 

• This in turn requires transparency 
in the communication of the 
research process. 

• Instantiated by Robert Boyle and 
the Transactions of the Royal 
Society in the 1660’s.



3. The Impact on the 
Scholarly Record



Rethinking the Notion of the 
Scholarly Record

Idea: The Scholarly Record comprises access to and/or 
the ability to regenerate: 

1. items relied on in the generation of results AND/OR 

2. items required for independent replication and 
reproducibility. 

The difference is that unreported research paths are 
included in 1.



“Items”
• digital scholarly objects such as articles, texts, code, 

software, data, workflow information, research 
environment details, … 

• material objects such as reagents, lab equipment, 
instruments (telescopes, hadron colliders..), texts, 
historical artifacts, …  

Note: versioning and identification is crucial.



Infrastructure Responses
Tools and software to enhance reproducibility and 
disseminate the scholarly record: 

Dissemination Platforms 

Workflow Tracking and Research Environments 

Embedded Publishing

ResearchCompendia.org IPOL Madagascar
MLOSS.org thedatahub.org nanoHUB.org
Open Science Framework RunMyCode.org

Vistrails Kepler CDE Jupyter torch.ch
Galaxy GenePattern Sumatra Taverna DataCenterHub
Pegasus Kurator RCloud

Verifiable Computational Research SOLE knitR
Collage Authoring Environment SHARE Sweave

http://ResearchCompendia.org
http://www.ipol.im/
http://www.ahay.org/
http://MLOSS.org
http://thedatahub.org
http://nanoHUB.org
https://osf.io/
http://RunMyCode.org
http://www.vistrails.org/
https://kepler-project.org/
http://www.pgbovine.net/cde.html
https://jupyter.org/
http://torch.ch
https://galaxyproject.org/
http://www.broadinstitute.org/cancer/software/genepattern/
https://pythonhosted.org/Sumatra/
http://www.taverna.org.uk/
http://pegasus.isi.edu/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050912002980
http://vcr.stanford.edu/
http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~quanpt/sole/Publications.html
http://yihui.name/knitr/
http://www.elsevier.com/books-and-journals/content-innovation/executable-papers
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050911001207
https://www.statistik.lmu.de/~leisch/Sweave/


Research Compendia
Pilot project: improve understanding of reproducible computational 
science, trace sources of error

• link data/code to published claims, re-use,

• a guide to empirical researchers, 

• certifies results,

• large scale validation of findings,

• stability, sensitivity checks.









Background: Open Source 
Software

• Innovation: Open Licensing 

➡ Software with licenses that communicate alternative terms of use 
to code developers, rather than the copyright default. 

• Hundreds of open source software licenses: 

- GNU Public License (GPL) 

- (Modified) BSD License 

- MIT License 

- Apache 2.0 License 

- ... see http://www.opensource.org/licenses/alphabetical

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/alphabetical


The Reproducible Research 
Standard

The Reproducible Research Standard (RRS) (Stodden, 2009) 

• A suite of license recommendations for computational 
science: 

• Release media components (text, figures) under CC BY, 

• Release code components under Modified BSD or similar, 

• Release data to public domain or attach attribution license. 

➡  Remove copyright’s barrier to reproducible research and, 

➡  Realign the IP framework with longstanding scientific norms.



Querying the Scholarly Record
• Show a table of effect sizes and p-values in all phase-3 clinical trials for 

Melanoma published after 1994; 

• Name all of the image denoising algorithms ever used to remove white 
noise from the famous “Barbara” image, with citations; 

• List all of the classifiers applied to the famous acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia dataset, along with their type-1 and type-2 error rates; 

• Create a unified dataset containing all published whole-genome 
sequences identified with mutation in the gene BRCA1; 

• Randomly reassign treatment and control labels to cases in published 
clinical trial X and calculate effect size. Repeat many times and create a 
histogram of the effect sizes. Perform this for every clinical trial published 
in the year 2003 and list the trial name and histogram side by side.

Courtesy of Donoho and Gavish 2012



Cyberinfrastructure Goals

• minimize time commitment by the user for both 
learning and using the CI, 

• automate as much of the discovery and dissemination 
process as possible, 

• facilitate queries across the scholarly record, 

• capture all information needed to assess the findings.



Community Responses
Declarations and Documents: 

‣ Yale Declaration 2009 

‣ ICERM 2012 

‣ XSEDE 2014



Government Mandates

• OSTP 2013 Open Data and Open Access Executive 
Memorandum; Executive Order. 

• “Public Access to Results of NSF-Funded Research” 

• NOAA Data Management Plan, Data Sharing Plan 

• NIST “Common Access Platform” 

• …

http://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/public_access/


Federal Agencies



Journal Requirements
• Science: code data sharing since 2011. 

• Nature: data sharing. 

• … 

See also Stodden V, Guo P, Ma Z (2013) “Toward 
Reproducible Computational Research: An Empirical 
Analysis of Data and Code Policy Adoption by 
Journals.” PLoS ONE 8(6): e67111. doi:10.1371/
journal.pone.0067111



The Larger Community
1. Production: Crowdsourcing and public engagement in 
science primarily data collection/donation today, but open up 
pipeline: 

- access to “coherent” digital scholarly objects, 

- mechanism for ingesting/evaluating new findings, 

- addressing legal issues (use, re-use, privacy,…). 

2. Use: “Evidence-based”-{policy, medicine, …}, decision 
making.



Wishes for CI
1. data access, software access, persistent linking to publications.

2. linked DOI assignment on article, data, code, workflows, 
compendia.

3. innovation around data and code access for privacy protection 
and scale.

4. robust methods, producing stable results, emphasis on reliability 
and reproducibility,

5. open source.

Note: Google Flu Trends results: worked at first, but what happened? (Lazer 
et al.  “The Parable of Google Flu: Traps in Big Data Analysis” Science, 2014)



Three Principles for CI
1. Supporting scientific norms—not only should CI enable new discoveries, 

but it should also permit others to reproduce the computational findings, 
reuse and combine digital outputs such as datasets and code, and 
facilitate validation and comparisons to previous findings. 

2. Supporting best practices in science—CI in support of science should 
embed and encourage best practices in scientific research and discovery. 

3. Taking a holistic approach to CI—the complete end-to-end research 
pipeline should be considered to ensure interoperability and the effective 
implementation of 1 and 2. 

Social and Political environment.. 

See Stodden, Miguez, Seiler, “ResearchCompendia.org: Cyberinfrastructure for 
Reproducibility and Collaboration in Computational Science” CiSE 2015 



Open Questions
• Who funds and supports CI? 

• Who owns data, code, and research outputs? 

• Who controls access and gateways? 

• What are community standards around documentation, 
citation standards, best practices? Who enforces? 

• Citation of CI? What are the incentives? What should 
they be?



Conclusion
Note: stakeholders largely acting independently, much 
greater impact with coordination (ie OSTP memo and 
federal funding agency policy). 

Most conservative proposal: The Scholarly Record 
comprises access to, and/or the ability to regenerate, 
items relied on in the generation of stated results. 

Conclusion: the primary unifying concept in formulating 
an appropriate norm-based response to changes in 
technology is access. At present, access to “items” 
underlying computational results is limited.


